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Abstract 
 

The semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) is used as an active nonlinear optical 

medium or device. It has many important features such as optical gain, operations 

with relatively low optical input power, small size, capability of large-scale 

integration and short response time. It has attracted lots of interests because of their 

application potential in the field of high-speed optical communications. It is 

visualized for all-optical signal processing tasks at very high bit rates that cannot be 

handled by electronics, such as wavelength conversion, signal regeneration, optical 

switching as well as logic gate operations.  
In this work, we have used finite difference-beam propagation method (FD-BPM) to 

solve the nonlinear Schrödinger equation for different input pulse shape dependent 

propagation characteristics and gain saturation characteristics in SOAs. Using this 

useful method, we have considered various nonlinear effects in the SOA such as the 

self-phase modulation (SPM), two-photon absorption (TPA), group velocity 

dispersion (GVD), carrier depletion (CD), carrier heating (CH), spectral-hole burning 

(SHB) and gain spectrum dynamics in the model for analyzing the characteristics. 

The theoretical investigation of ultrashort pulse propagation in SOA has fundamental 

importance for understanding of carrier dynamics and the nonlinear effects that 

determine pulse shaping. SOA’s internal structures are related to different 

parameters. The output pulse can be changed due to the variation of input 

parameters, such as input pulse shape, input pulse width, input pulse energy. For this 

reason, in this project pulse shape dependent propagation characteristics depending 

on different parameters have been analyzed for the faster communication systems. In 

earlier report single pulse propagation has been performed in SOA for Secant 

hyperbolic and Gaussian pulse shape individually. But in our work we have 

considered Lorentzian pulse as well. We have investigated pulse propagation 

characteristics for these three pulse shapes depending on different parameters and 
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compared the results. The impact of variation of the SOA parameters on the 

saturation phenomena is also analyzed by numerical simulations. Higher output pulse 

energy was obtained by Gaussian pulse shape comparing with the Secant hyperbolic 

and Lorenztian pulse shapes.  It is also found that, red shifting of output spectra is 

input pulse energy dependent but it does not depend on the CH relaxation time. 

Moreover, the gain saturation characteristics in SOA has been analyzed and 

compared for different input pulse shapes. The saturated output pulse energy 

increases with the increase of pulsewidth for all the input pulse shapes. Secant 

hyperbolic pulse reaches to saturation faster compared to the Gaussian and 

Lorentzian pulses and it is true for all considered input pulsewidth and CH relaxation 

time. We have also investigated the autocorrelation traces for full width half 

maximum (FWHM). It shows how the output FWHM broadened in relation to the 

input FWHM depending on different input energies for different input pulse shapes. 

The output spectral shape broadens with the increase of input pulse energy and the 

input FWHM. 

At this stage, there is no such technique is available to quantify the input pulse shape 

dependent propagation characteristics of high-speed devices for optical 

communication systems. For this reason, the input pulse shapes dependent pulse 

propagation characteristics and gain saturation characteristic in SOAs were studied in 

details and demonstrated the results in this thesis for future applications in high-

speed communication systems.  
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 

The background of the research is briefly discussed in this chapter. The main 

objectives and the contribution of this thesis to future high-speed optical 

communications for next generation are discussed. It also contains the organization 

of the thesis chapters. 

 

1.1 Background 
 

Semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) have become the key component in optical 

communication network for its application potentiality. The SOAs have attracted 

attention in optical amplification and optical switching at a very high-speed because 

of their small size, a low switching energy, non-linear characteristics, ability to 

integrate with other optical devices and moreover, simultaneous amplification and 

compression of the optical pulses. The SOA is an active non-linear optical medium 

which is showing great promise in high-speed optical switching, all-optical 

wavelength conversion, regeneration, wavelength selection, booster and in-line 

amplification, in-node optical pre-amplification, optical signal processing and 

routing [1-3].  

 

In recent years, significant research effort has been focused on all optical functions 

and applications of non-linear waveguides such as SOAs and laser diodes. Therefore, 

characterization of the SOA operational functionalities and optimization of its 

performance for amplification and switching are essential and challenging features. 

The SOA is a non-linear device and its internal structure related to different 

parameters. The output pulse of the SOA can be changed due to the variation of input 
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parameters, such as input pulse shape, input pulse width and input pulse energy. For 

this reason, in this research, pulse shape dependent propagation characteristics that 

depend on different parameters have been analyzed in details for the faster 

communication systems. The purpose of SOA modeling is to relate the input 

variables such as input pulse shapes, input pulse energy levels, input pulsewidth of 

the amplifier with output variables, such as the output signal power, saturation output 

power, gain saturation etc. 

 

1.2 Objectives 
 

The main objective of this thesis is to analyze the input pulse shape dependent 

propagation characteristics and gain saturation characteristics in SOAs and related 

devices for faster communication systems. All optical functional devices should 

operate at faster rates with the increase of bit rates of optical fiber communications. 

For this reason, pulse propagation and gain characteristics have been investigated in 

details with different input pulse shapes depending on different parameters.  

Due to the high demand of speed for the communications systems, such as computer 

communications, internet, data processing and mobile networks etc. we need high-

speed communication devices for the faster communication systems. This new high-

speed device will be useful for high-speed internet, data mining or fast train (e.g. 

mining side) communication systems. This research will contribute significantly to 

the high-speed communication systems for future or next generation’s 

communications. The modeling results of this research will work of direct relevance 

to the users and manufacturers of semiconductor or communication devices. With a 

growing network, the results will be of extreme value to the Australian 

Telecommunication networks in their strategy to maintain the high-speed 

communications without interception or interruption. Finite-difference beam 

propagation method (FD-BPM) will be used to solve modified non-linear 

Schrödinger equation (MNLSE) to obtain the device parameters for designing the 

high-speed communication devices for a reliable high-communication system for the 

next generations [4-11].  
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1.3 Contribution of the Thesis 
 

The research has mainly focused on modelling and simulation of pulse shape 

dependent propagation characteristics in SOAs for the design of high speed 

communication devices and systems. In earlier research, single pulse propagation 

had been performed in SOAs for Secant hyperbolic and Gaussian pulse shapes 

individually [8, 12-14]. In our research we have considered Lorentzian pulse in 

addition to Secant hyperbolic and Gaussian pulse. Pulse shape dependent 

propagation characteristics has not been analyzed and compared in SOAs yet. In this 

research, we have investigated pulse propagation characteristics for these three types 

of pulses depending on different input pulse energy levels, carrier heating (CH) 

relaxation time and compared these results.  

In addition, the gain saturation characteristics in SOAs have been analyzed and 

compared for different input pulse shapes. Nowadays, the very high-speed optical 

transmission is a relevant problem in relation to the gain saturation in SOAs. 

Analysis of the gain in linear and non-linear regimes of SOA is very important for 

this reason. The gain saturation characteristics has been investigated and compared 

depending on different input parameters such as, pulse width and the CH relaxation 

time. 

We have also investigated the autocorrelation traces for full width half maximum 

(FWHM). It shows how the output FWHM broadened in relation to the input FWHM 

depending on different input energies for different input pulse shapes. 

At this stage, there is no such technique available to quantify the pulse shape 

dependent propagation characteristics of high-speed devices for communication 

systems. So the input pulse shapes dependent pulse propagation characteristics were 

studied, measured and demonstrated in this thesis. 

 

1.4 Thesis Outline 
 

This thesis contains six chapters and the organization is shown in figure 1. The thesis 

is organized as follows. 
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Chapter 1 covers the background of the research, objectives of the thesis and the 

contribution of the research. 

Chapter 2 describes the SOA structure, SOA non-linearities and pulse propagation in 

SOA. It also covers the formulation of MNLSE and simulation method (FD-BPM) 

for short optical pulses in SOAs. 

Chapter 3 explains the propagation characteristics of different input pulse shapes in 

SOA depending on different input parameters. 

Chapter 4 contains the gain saturation characteristics of different input pulse shapes 

depending on different input parameters. Here, the gain saturation characteristics for 

three input pulse shapes have been analyzed and compared. 

Chapter 5 explains the autocorrelation traces of FWHM. The normalized difference 

of FWHM has been calculated and compared for different input pulse shapes. 

Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and some suggestions are given for future work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 1: Organization of the chapters. 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

Chapter 2: Theoretical Model 

Chapter 3: Propagation characteristics of different input pulse shapes in SOA 

Chapter 4: Gain saturation characteristics of different input pulse shapes in SOA 

Chapter 5: Autocorrelation traces of FWHM for different input pulse shapes in 

SOA 

Chapter 6: Conclusion 
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Chapter 2 
Theoretical Model  
 

This chapter contains about the SOA structure, non-linearities in SOAs, the MNLSE 

and FD-BPM which is used in the entire simulation of this research project. 

 

2.1 SOA Structure 
 

The SOA is an optoelectronic component composed of an optical waveguide. It is 

similar to a laser diode where the end mirrors are replaced with anti-reflection 

coatings. The SOA is coated with an input and output facets as shown in the 

schematic diagram in Figure 2.1. When an input optical signal injected into a SOA 

from the input facet side through the active region it will experience gain 

(amplification) under certain conditions. The gain is achieved by applying an 

external electrical current to the SOA [15].  

 
 

Figure 2. 1: Schematic diagram for pulse propagation in SOA. 

 

2.2 Main Non-linearities in SOAs 
 

The non-linear features in SOAs are important for wavelength conversion and 

switching which are widely used in high-speed photonic devices or networks. These 

http://www.rp-photonics.com/laser_diodes.html
http://www.rp-photonics.com/anti_reflection_coatings.html
http://www.rp-photonics.com/anti_reflection_coatings.html
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features are very useful where there is no conversion of optical signal to an electrical 

signal. The main non-linear effects involved in SOAs caused by the change of the 

carriers density induced by input signals. Those are self gain modulation (SGM), 

self-phase modulation (SPM), cross gain modulation (XGM), cross phase modulation 

(XPM) and self induced non-linear polarization rotation (SPR) [1, 16-17]. 

In the operational regime of SOA, there is a variation of total carrier density and 

carrier distributions. This variation causes intraband and interband transitions. The 

interband transition changes the carrier density but does not affect the carrier 

distribution. However, the intraband transitions, such as spectral hole burning (SHB), 

carrier depletion (CD), two photon absorption (TPA) and CH change the carrier 

distribution in the conduction band [16-17]. Figure 2.2 shows the time-development 

of the population density in the conduction band after excitation.  

 

 
Figure 2. 2: Time development of population density in the conduction band after 

excitation in an SOA [4]. 

 

The arrow (pump) shown in Figure. 2.2 is the excitation energy. When a narrow-

band strong pump beam excites the SOA, SHB occurs. SHB arises due to the finite 

value of intraband carrier-carrier scattering time (~ 50 – 100 fs), which sets the time 

scale on which a quasi-equilibrium Fermi distribution is established among the 

carriers in a band.  Below 100 fs, the SHB effect is dominant. The SHB effect is 

relaxed approximately after 1 ps, and the CH effect becomes dominant. The process 

tends to increase the temperature of the carriers beyond the lattice’s temperature. The 

main causes of heating the carriers are (1) the stimulated emission, since it involves 

Population
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the removal of “cold” carriers close to the band edge, and (2) the free-carrier 

absorption, which transfers carriers to high energies within the bands. The “hot”-

carriers relax to the lattice temperature through the emission of optical phonons with 

a relaxation time of ~ 0.5 – 1 ps. The effect of carrier depletion (CD) remains for 

about 1 ns. The stimulated electron-hole recombination depletes the carriers, thus 

reducing the optical gain. The band to band relaxation also causes carrier depletion, 

with a relaxation time ~ 0.2 – 1 ns. For ultra short optical pumping, the TPA effect 

also becomes important. An atom makes a transition from its ground state to the 

excited state by the simultaneous absorption of two laser photons. All these 

mechanisms (effects) are taken into account in the simulation and the formulation of 

MNLSE [4-5]. 

 

2.3 Derivation of Modified Non-linear Schrödinger 
Equation (MNLSE) 

 
The theoretical model of short optical pulses propagation in SOAs is briefly 

discussed in this section. Starting from Maxwell’s equations, we reach to the 

propagation equation of short optical pulses in SOAs which are governed by the 

wave equation in the frequency domain [12, 18-20]:  

2 2
2( , , , ) ( , , , ) 0rE x y z E x y z

c
εω ω ω∇ + =      (2.1) 

where, ( , , , )E x y z ω is the electromagnetic field of the pulse in the frequency domain, 

c is the velocity of light in vacuum and rε  is the non-linear dielectric constant which 

is dependent on the electric field in a complex form. By using the slowly varying 

envelope approximation and integrating the transverse dimensions, the pulse 

propagation equation in SOAs is [12, 21]: 

[ ]
1

2

0
( , ) 1 ( ) ( , ) ( , )m

V z i N V z
z c
ω ω c ω c ω β ω∂  = − = + Γ − ∂  

    (2.2) 

where, ( , )V zω is the Fourier-transform of ( , )V t z  which represents pulse envelope, 

( )mc ω  is the background (mode and material) susceptibility, ( )mc ω  is the complex 

susceptibility which represents the contribution of the active medium, N  is the 

effective population density, 0β  is the propagation constant. The quantity Γ 
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represents the overlap/confinement factor of the transverse field distribution of the 

signal with the active region as defined in [12].  

The MNLSE for the phenomenological model of semiconductor laser and amplifiers 

is obtained [22] by using mathematical manipulations [20-21], including the real part 

of the instantaneous non-linear Kerr effect as a single non-linear index 2n  and by 

adding the TPA term.  

In this research, the following MNLSE [4-5, 8-11, 23-24] is used for the simulation 

of pulse propagation with different input pulse shapes in SOAs. This MNLSE is used 

the complex envelope ( , )V zτ  function of an optical pulse which is given as follows.

  
2

22
2 22

1 1( , ) ( , ) ( )
2 2 2 2 ( )

p
N N

i ib V z V z g i
z f

γγβ τ τ τ α
ττ

     ∂ ∂
− + + + = + +     ∂ ∂      

  

0 0

2 2

2 2
1 1 ( , ) 1 ( , )( )(1 ) | | (( , )
2 2 4T T

g gg i i V zω ω
τ ω τ ωτ α τ
ω τ ω τ

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∆ + − − ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 
     (2.3) 

Here, 

 2/
0

1( ) exp ( )ss
N

s
g g e V s ds

W
τ ττ −

−∞

 
= − 

 
∫      (2.4) 

2/1( ) 1 ( ) ( )shbs

shb shb
f u s e V s ds

P
ττ τ

τ
+∞ −

−∞
= + −∫     (2.5) 

2/ /
1( ) ( ) (1 ) ( )ch shbs s

Tg h u s e e V s dsτ ττ τ
+∞ − −

−∞
∆ = − − −∫      

  4/ /
2 ( ) (1 ) ( )ch shbs sh u s e e V s dsτ τ τ

+∞ − −

−∞
− − −∫       (2.6) 

[ ]
0

1 1 0 0
( , ) ( , )g A B g g

ω

τ ω τ ω
ω

∂
= + −

∂
      (2.7) 

[ ]
0

2

2 2 0 02
( , ) ( , )g A B g g

ω

τ ω τ ω
ω

∂
= + −

∂
     (2.8) 

0 0 0( , ) ( , ) / ( ) ( , )N Tg g f gτ ω τ ω τ τ ω= + ∆      (2.9) 

 

Here, the frame of the local time  /( )gt z vτ = −  propagates with the group velocity 

gv at the centre frequency of an optical pulse. The slowly varying envelope 

approximation is used in (2.3), where the temporal variation change of the complex 
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envelope function is very slow compared with the cycle of an optical field. In (2.3), 

( , )V zτ is the time domain complex envelope function of an optical pulse and  

2| ( , ) |V zτ  corresponds to the optical power, and 2β  is the GVD. γ  is the linear loss, 

2 pγ   is the TPA coefficient, 2 0 2( / )b n cAω=  is the instantaneous SPM term due to the 

instantaneous non-linear refractive index 2n  (Kerr effect), 0 0( 2 )fω π=  is the centre 

angular frequency of the pulse, ( / )A wd= Γ  is the effective area (d and w are the 

thickness and width of the active region, respectively, and Γ is the confinement 

factor). ( )Ng τ  is the saturated gain due to CD, 0g  is the linear gain, sW  is the 

saturation energy, sτ  is the carrier lifetime, )(τf  is the SHB function, shbP  is the 

SHB saturation power, shbτ  is the SHB relaxation time, and Nα  and Tα  are the line 

width enhancement factor associated with the gain changes due to the CD and CH. 

( )Tg τ∆  is the resulting gain change due to the CH and TPA, ( )u s  is the unit step 

function, chτ  the CH relaxation time, 1h  is the contribution of stimulated emission 

and free-carrier absorption to the CH gain reduction, and 2h  is the contribution of 

TPA. Finally, 1A   and 2A  are the slope and the curvature of the linear gain at 0ω  

respectively, while 1B  and 2B  are constants describing changes in these quantities 

with saturation. In this simulation, the gain spectrum of an SOA is approximated by 

the following second-order Taylor expansion in ω∆ : 

0 0

2 2

0 2
( , ) ( ) ( , )( , ) ( , )

2
g gg g

ω ω

τ ω ω τ ωτ ω τ ω ω
ω ω

∂ ∆ ∂
= + ∆ +

∂ ∂
   (2.10) 

The coefficients 
0

( , )g
ω

τ ω ω∂ ∂  and 
0

2 2( , )g
ω

τ ω ω∂ ∂  are related to A1, A2, B1 and B2 as 

given by (2.7) and (2.8). The same values of A1, A2, B1 and B2 as for an AlGaAs/GaAs 

bulk SOA are assumed. Figure 2.3 shows the gain spectra given by a second-order 

Taylor expansion about the pulse centre frequency with derivatives of ( , )g τ ω  by 

(2.7) and (2.8). The solid line shows the unsaturated gain spectrum having 

0 0( ( , ))g g τ ω= of 92 cm-1 at 0ω . The dotted line is a saturated gain spectrum having 

0 / 2g  (= 46 cm-1) at 0ω , and the dashed-dotted line is a strongly saturated gain 

spectrum having 0( , )g τ ω of 0 cm-1 at 0ω . The pump frequency 0ω  is set to near the 
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gain peak, and the linear gain is 92 cm-1 at 0ω . The gain bandwidth is about the same 

as the measured value for an AlGaAs/GaAs bulk SOA [25]. A much wider gain 

bandwidth can be expected for an InGaAsP/InP bulk SOA [26]. With a decrease in 

the carrier density, the gain decreases and the peak position is shifted to a lower 

frequency because of the band-filling effect. 

 

 
Figure 2. 3: Gain spectra given by the second-order Taylor expansion [4, 7-8]. 

 

This MNLSE was initially used for the analysis of ‘solitary pulse’ propagation in an 

SOA [22]. Later, a complex envelope function V (τ, 0) at the input side of the SOA 

has been introduced for the simulation of pulse propagation in an SOA using the FD-

BPM [4-5, 8-11, 13, 24]. The MNLSE has been used in this research in conjunction 

with the FD-BPM for investigating pulse propagation characteristics, gain saturation 

characteristics and autocorrelation traces for the output FWHM.  

 

2.4 Finite-Difference Beam Propagation Method 
(FD-BPM) 

 

All the derivative terms appearing in the MNLSE, as well as in the boundary 

conditions, are replaced by the central differences approximation to solve a boundary 

value problem by the finite-differences method. Here, the central differences are used 
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because of greater accuracy [7]. The finite-differences (central differences) are 

applied to solve the MNLSE for this research work. 

Generally, the fast Fourier transformation BPM (FFT-BPM) [27-28] is used for 

analysis of the optical pulse propagation in optical fibers by successive iterations of 

the Fourier transformation and the inverse Fourier transformation. In the FFT-BPM, 

the linear propagation term (GVD term) and phase compensation terms (other than 

GVD, first- and second- order gain spectrum terms) are separated in the non-linear 

Schrödinger equation for the individual consideration of the time and frequency 

domain for the optical pulse propagation. However, in this model, equation (2.3) 

includes the dynamic gain change terms, i.e., the first- and second- order gain 

spectrum terms which are the last two terms of the right side of equation (2.3). 

Therefore, it is not possible to separate equation (2.3) into the linear propagation 

term and phase compensation term, and it is difficult to calculate equation (2.3) using 

the FFT-BPM. For this reason, FD-BPM [6, 7] is used to solve this MNLSE. After 

replacing the time derivative terms of equation (2.3) by the central-difference 

approximation equation (2.11) and integrate equation (2.3) with the small 

propagation step ∆z, the tridiagonal simultaneous matrix equation (2.12) is obtained 

[4, 8]. 

1 1

2
k k

k
V VV

τ τ
+ −−∂

=
∂ ∆

, 
2

1 1
2 2

2k k k
k

V V VV
τ τ

+ −− +∂
=

∂ ∆
    (2.11) 

where, 1 1( ), ( ), ( )k k k k k kV V V V V Vτ τ τ τ τ+ −= = + ∆ = − ∆  

1 1( ) ( ) {1 ( )} ( ) ( ) ( )k k k k k ka z z V z z b z z V z z c z z V z z− +− + ∆ + ∆ + − + ∆ × + ∆ − + ∆ + ∆  

1 1( ) ( ) {1 ( )} ( ) ( ) ( )k k k k k ka z V z b z V z c z V z− += + + +  (2.12) 

 

where, k=1,2,3,.....,n and 

0 0

2
2

2 2 2
, ,

1 ( , . ) 1 ( , . )( )
2 42 4

k k

k
iz g z g za z i

ω τ ω τ

β τ ω τ ω
τ ωτ τ ω

 ∆ ∂ ∂ = + −
∆ ∂ ∆ ∆ ∂  

 (2.13) 

  2 22
2 02

1( ) | ( ) | ( , , )(1 )
2 2 2 2

p
k k N k N

izb z ib V z g z i
γβ γ τ ω α

τ
 ∆ = − + + + − +  ∆  

   

0

2

0 2 2
,

1 1 ( , . )( , , )(1 )
2 2

k

T k T
g zg z i

ω τ

τ ωτ ω α
τ ω

∂ − ∆ + −
∆ ∂ 

  (2.14) 
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0 0

2
2

2 2 2
, ,

1 ( , . ) 1 ( , . )( )
2 42 4

k k

k
iz g z g zc z i

ω τ ω τ

β τ ω τ ω
τ ωτ τ ω

∆ ∂ ∂ = + − ∆ ∂∆ ∆ ∂  

 (2.15) 

where, ∆τ is the sampling time n is the number of sampling. If we know Vk (z), (k = 

1, 2, 3,........n) at position z, we can calculate  Vk (z+∆z) at position of z+∆z which is 

propagation of a step ∆z from position z by using equation (2.12). It is not possible to 

directly calculate equation (2.12) because it is necessary to calculate the left-side 

terms ak (z+∆z),  bk (z+∆z) and  ck (z+∆z) of (2.12) from the unknown Vk (z+∆z). 

Therefore, ak (z+∆z) ≡ ak (z),  bk (z+∆z) ≡ bk (z) and  ck (z+∆z) ≡ ck (z)  are defined 

and Vk 
(0)(z+∆z) as the zeroeth order approximation of Vk (z+∆z) is obtained by using 

equation (2.12). Then, after substituting Vk 
(0)(z+∆z) in (2.12), Vk 

(1)(z+∆z) is obtained 

as the first-order approximation of  Vk (z+∆z).  Finally accurate simulation results by 

iteration is obtained as used in [27] and [28]. 

Figure 2.4 shows the schematic diagram of the FD-BPM in time domain scale. Here, 

 /( )gt z vτ = −  is the local time, which propagates with the group velocity gv  at the 

center frequency of an optical pulse and Δτ is the sampling time. z is the propagation 

direction and Δz is the propagation step. With this procedure, up to 3rd iteration is 

used for more accuracy of the simulations. 

 
Figure 2. 4: Schematic diagram of FD-BPM for the simulation in time domain [4]. 
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The FD-BPM is used for the simulation of several important characteristics in SOAs 

and optical fibers, namely, (1) single pulse propagation in SOAs [9, 24, 29-30], (2) 

two input pulses propagation in SOAs [8, 31] such as four wave mixing (FWM), (3) 

multiplexing of several input pulses using FWM [13], (4) optical phase-conjugation 

in SOAs using FWM [32] and (5) time-delay characteristics between pump-probe 

pulses of FWM in SOAs [4]. 

 

2.5 Nonlinear Pulse Propagation in SOA 
 

All optical signal processing technique are playing a prominent role in high-speed 

communication systems to avoid electro-optic conversions that may create data-flow 

bottlenecks. Optical pulse propagation in SOAs has drawn wide attention due to a 

variety of all-optical functions such as wavelength conversion, signal regeneration, 

pulse reshaping and power limiting. 

Figure 2.5 illustrates a simple simulation model for the propagation of optical pulses 

in an SOA. An optical pulse is injected into the input facet of the SOA, where the 

input pulse position is at z = 0. The pulse propagated over the length 500 µm of the 

SOA. Here, τ is the local time, 2| ( ,0) |V τ is the intensity (power) of input pulse (z = 

0) and 2| ( , ) |V zτ is the intensity (power) of the output pulse after propagating a 

distance z (=500-µm) at the output side of SOA [4-5].  

 
Figure. 2.5: Schematic diagram for the simulation of non-linear propagation pulses in 

SOA. Here, 2| ( ,0) |V τ  and 2| ( , ) |V zτ  are the input and output (after propagating a 
distance z) pulses power or intensity of the SOA [4-5]. 
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2.6 Conclusion 
 

This chapter describes the literature review and theoretical model which has been 

used for this research. It contains a brief overview on SOA structure, pulse 

propagation in SOA and SOA non-linearities. The derivation of MNLSE is explained 

and the MNLSE is used in this research for the simulation of pulse propagation that 

includes the SOA non-linearities. FD-BPM is considered as the best method for 

simulation of pulse propagation with small propagation steps. For this reason, FD-

BPM is used to solve the MNLSE due to its short convergence time and excellent 

accuracy of simulation results.  
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Chapter 3 
Input Pulse Shape Dependent 
Propagation Characteristics in SOA  
 

In this chapter, the pulse dependent propagation characteristics of non-linear single 

optical pulse in bulk SOA (AlGaAs/GaAs, double heterostructure) have been 

analyzed and compared by using FD-BPM depending on input energy and CH 

relaxation time. The propagation characteristics have been investigated for three 

different input pulse shapes and the simulation results has been compared. 

 

3.1 Introduction  
 

Optical pulse propagation in SOAs has attracted much more attention due to its 

potential applications in high-speed optical communication systems, such as 

wavelength converter and switching. There are some applications in all optical signal 

processing such as clock recovery and optical time division demultiplexing, where 

the SOAs are used to amplify high energy optical pulses with pulse width of the 

order of picoseconds [31]. The propagation of picosecond optical pulses in SOAs is 

investigated numerically by taking into account CH, SHB and TPA effects as well as 

the non-linear refraction.  

Secant hyperbolic and Gaussian pulses have been used for pulse propagation in 

previous works [8, 12-14]. In this research Lorentzian pulse also has been considered 

in addition to Secant hyperbolic and Gaussian pulse because pulse propagation in 

SOA is strongly dependent on the input pulse shapes. Understanding pulse 

amplification of different input pulse shapes in SOAs is important for optimizing the 

performance of SOA based optical regenerators and wavelength converters. The 

temporal and spectral characteristics have been analyzed and compared of these three 

input pulse shapes depending on input energy levels and CH relaxation time. The 
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FD-BPM has been used to solve the MNLSE which includes the carrier lifetime [6-7, 

22] and the input pulse duration is much less than the carrier lifetime [12, 33-34].  

Table 3.1: List of parameters used in simulation [9, 11] 

Parameters Name Symbols Values Units 

Length of SOA  L 500 µm 

Effective area A 5 µm2 

Centre frequency of the pulse 0f  349 THz 

Linear gain 0g  92 cm-1 

Group velocity dispersion 2β  0.05 ps2 cm-1 

Saturation energy sW  80 pJ 

Linewidth enhancement factor due to 

the carrier depletion 
Nα  3.1  

Linewidth enhancement factor due to 

the CH 
Tα  2.0  

The contribution of stimulated 

emission and free carrier absorption to 

the CH gain reduction 

1h  0.13 cm-1 pJ-1 

The contribution of two-photon 

absorption 
2h  126 fscm-1 pJ-2 

Carrier lifetime sτ  200 ps 

CH relaxation time chτ  700 fs 

SHB relaxation time shbτ  60 fs 

SHB saturation power shbP  28.3 W 

Linear loss γ  11.5 cm-1 

Instantaneous non-linear Kerr effect 2n  -0.70 cm2 TW-1 

Two-photon absorption coefficient 2 pγ  1.1 cm-1W-1 

Parameter describing second-order 

Taylor expansion of the dynamically 

gain spectrum. 

1A  0.15 fs µm-1 

1B  -80 fs 

2A  60 fs2 µm-1 

2B  0 fs2 
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In this simulation, the bulk SOA (AlGaAs/GaAs, double heterostructure) parameters 

are used as listed in Table 3.1 [9, 11]. The SOA length and wavelength are 

considered as 500 µm and 0.86 µm respectively. The simulation results are obtained 

with a propagation step z∆ of 10 µm. 

 

3.2 Mathematical formulations of different input 
pulse shapes 

 

For the simulation of nonlinear pulse propagation and gain saturation characteristics 

in SOAs, following input pulse shapes are taken into consideration: 

(i) Secant hyperbolic pulse 

(ii) Gaussian pulse and  

(iii) Lorentzian pulse 

 

The mathematical representation of input pulse shapes in time domain is as follows: 
(i) Secant hyperbolic pulse shape: 

 
( ) ( )0 0( ) / 2 sech /inP t E t t t=  

 
(ii) Gaussian pulse shape: 

 

( ) ( )2 2
0 0( ) / exp / 2inP t E t t tπ= −  

 
(iii) Lorentzian pulse shape: 

 

( ) ( ) 12 2
0 0( ) 2 / 1 /inP t E t t tπ

−
= +  

 
here,  

inE  = Input pulse energy in pJ 

t  = time in s 

0t  = parameter that controls the width of pulse in s 

 

3.2.1 FWHM (tp) calculation for different types of pulse shapes: 

Table 3.2 shows the calculation of FWHM for the considered input pulse shapes: 
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Table 3.2 FWHM calculation for different types of pulse shapes 

i) Secant hyperbolic pulse shape 

 

tp = 2  cosh -1 (√2) t0 = 1.7627 t0 

 

ii) Gaussian pulse shape 

 

tp = 2 √ln 2 t0 = 1.665 t0 

iii) Lorentzian pulse shape 

 

tp = 2 √ (√2-1) t0 = 1.287 t0 

 

 

3.3 Simulation Results and Discussions 
 

The simulation results of nonlinear optical pulse propagation characteristics in an 

SOA are discussed in this section. At first, the temporal and spectral characteristics 

of different input pulse will be discussed when the input pulse energy is 2 pJ, input 

pulse width is 10 ps, carrier lifetime is 200 ps and sampling time step (∆t) is 0.025 

ps. 

 

3.3.1 Pulse propagation characteristics for different input pulse shapes 
depending on input energy 

  

3.3.1.1 Output waveform for different input pulse shapes 

 

Figure 3.1 shows the input and output waveforms for (a) Secant hyperbolic pulse 

shape, (b) Gaussian pulse shape, and (c) Lorentzian pulse shape. For each pulse 

shape, a high output power (energy) has been observed due to the amplification or 

gain of the SOA. It is clearly observed that higher output pulse energy is achieved by 

Gaussian pulse comparing to other two pulse shapes. The calculated peak output 

powers are 4.2693 W, 4.5268 W, and 4.0091 W for Secant hyperbolic, Gaussian and 

Lorentzian pulses, respectively. When the input pulse energy increases, the output 

pulse energy also increases until gain saturation is reached. As the input pulse width 

is much shorter than the considered carrier lifetime, the leading edge of the pulse 

saturates the amplifier and the trailing edge experiences a lower gain, so the output 

pulse shape becomes asymmetric.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 3.1: Waveform of input and output pulse shapes for (a) Secant hyperbolic, (b) 
Gaussian and (c) Lorentzian pulses. 
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3.3.1.2 Output spectra for different input pulse shapes 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 3.2: Frequency spectra of input and output pulse shapes for (a) Secant 
hyperbolic, (b) Gaussian, and (c) Lorentzian pulses. 
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Figure 3.2 shows the frequency spectra of input and propagated output pulses, which 

were obtained by performing the FFT on the temporal pulse shapes as shown in 

Figure 3.1. The amount of frequency shift is ~ -8.3 GHz for Secant hyperbolic and 

Gaussian pulses when the input pulse energy is 2 pJ. This means that the leading 

edge has a larger gain than the trailing edge that is due to the gain saturation of the 

SOA and SPM effects.  

From Figure 3.2, it can be observed that the output spectral shape shifting depends 

on the input pulse energy. However, for weak input pulse energies (≤10 fJ), none of 

the output frequency spectra has been shifted toward lower frequencies. Note that 

there is no red-shifting occurring for the Lorentzian pulse when the input pulse 

energy is 2 pJ and the pulsewidth of 10 ps. That means more input pulse energy is 

required for occurring red shifting in Lorentzian pulse. A wider spectral broadening 

is observed for Gaussian pulse compared to the other two pulse shapes. Besides that, 

some oscillatory structures (i.e., dips) are observed in the higher frequency side of 

the frequency spectra, which is due to the SPM effects [8-9]. The physical 

mechanism behind the spectral shift and distortion is the SPM, occurring as a result 

of index non-linearities induced by the gain saturation [12, 35]. 

 

3.3.2 Pulse propagation characteristics for different input pulse shapes 
depending on CH relaxation time 

 

In this sub-section, the pulse propagation characteristics for different input pulse 

shapes depending on the variation of CH relaxation time are discussed. When an 

optical signal is injected into the input facet of the SOA and SOA is biased with a 

direct current, a number of non-linear effects take place, each of those effects related 

to a specific transient time constant. There are two types of non-linear processes in 

SOA such as interband processes and intraband processes. When recombination of 

carriers between conduction and valence bands occurs, interband processes take 

place and intraband processes that take place without influencing the carrier density. 

When an optical pulse injects to the semiconductor active region, it is amplified due 

to stimulated emission what leads to carrier depletion. A few hundred of picoseconds 

of time constant are required by the carriers to return to their previous state. This 

recovery is expressed by carrier density pulsation. 
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Stimulated recombination burns a hole in the carrier distribution making it to deviate 

from the Fermi distribution. The time that carriers take to recover to the original 

Fermi distribution is of the order of tens of femtoseconds. This recovery process is 

commonly known as SHB. That means the carrier non-equilibrium is mainly 

governed by SHB effect and the distribution recovers to the equilibrium state by the 

carrier-carrier scattering process. 

Carrier-carrier scattering also occurs due to TPA which influence the SOA response. 

A strong ultrafast pulse can generate free carriers by the TPA. These generated 

carriers reach to higher temperature than the lattice temperature and cool-down in a 

sub-picosecond time scale. Besides that, free carriers at low energy levels are 

removed due to stimulated emission or exited to higher energy levels due to free-

carrier absorption (FCA). In this process the carrier temperature is increased and 

cools-down to the lattice temperature in a time scale of hundreds of femtoseconds. 

This process is expressed as CH [4, 17, 36].  

 

In this section pulse propagation characteristics are investigated for different input 

pulse shapes depending on CH relaxation time. From the waveforms, it is observed 

that, output power decreases with the increase of CH relaxation time. It is also 

observed from the spectra that, the red shifting is not CH relaxation time dependent. 

 

Figure 3.3 shows the waveforms and spectra for Secant hyperbolic pulse when (a) 

chτ  = 400 fs, (b) chτ  = 700 fs and (c) chτ  = 1000 fs. The input pulse energy = 2 pJ 

and input pulsewidth is 10 ps. From the waveform it is observed that output power 

decreases with the increase of CH relaxation time. The output power is calculated 4.3 

W, 4.2693 W and 4.2416 W for CH relaxation time 400 fs, 700 fs and 1000 fs 

respectively for Secant hyperbolic pulse. From the spectra it can be also observed 

that the amount of red shifting is unchanged with the change of CH relaxation time. 

The amount of red shifting remains same (~ -8.3 GHz) for all considered chτ . 
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(a) chτ  = 400 fs 

  

(b) chτ  = 700 fs 

  

(c) chτ  = 1000 fs 

Figure 3.3: Waveform and spectra for Secant hyperbolic pulse when (a) chτ  = 400 fs, 
(b) chτ  = 700 fs and (c) chτ  = 1000 fs. 
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(a) chτ  = 400 fs 

  

(b) chτ  = 700 fs 

  

(c) chτ  = 1000 fs 

Figure 3.4: Waveforms and spectra for Gaussian pulse when (a) chτ  = 400 fs, (b) chτ  

= 700 fs and (c) chτ  = 1000 fs. 
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calculated 4.562 W, 4.526 W and 4.495 W for CH relaxation time 400 fs, 700 fs and 

1000 fs respectively for Gaussian pulse. From the spectra it can be also observed that 

the amount of red shifting is unchanged with the change of CH relaxation time. The 

amount of red shifting remains same (~ -8.3 GHz) for all considered chτ as like as 

Secant hyperbolic pulse. 

  

(a) chτ  = 400 fs 

  

(b) chτ  = 700 fs 

  

(c) chτ  = 1000 fs 

Figure 3.5: Waveform and spectra for Lorentzian pulse when (a) chτ  = 400 fs, (b) 

chτ  = 700 fs and (c) chτ  = 1000 fs. 
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Figure 3.5 shows the waveform and spectra for Lorentzian pulse when (a) chτ  = 400 

fs, (b) chτ  = 700 fs and (c) chτ  = 1000 fs. From the waveform it is observed that 

output power decreases with the increase of CH relaxation time. The output power is 

calculated 4.035 W, 4.009 W and 3.985 W for CH relaxation time 400 fs, 700 fs and 

1000 fs respectively for Lorentzian pulse. From the spectra it can be also observed 

that there is occurring no red shifting for Lorentzian pulse.  

 

Comparing figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, it can be said that, output power decreases with 

the increase of CH relaxation time for all those three input pulse shapes. From the 

waveform, sharpening of the leading edge is observed which is a common feature of 

all amplifiers. From the output spectra, multi peak structure can be observed for all 

considered input pulse shapes but the dominant peaks shift toward longer wavelength 

(red shift). This red shifting is occurred for Secant hyperbolic pulse and Gaussian 

pulse but not for Lorentzian pulse. This result is also found in above section when 

propagation characteristics was analyzed and compared for these three pulse shapes 

depending on input energy. That means red shifting in output spectra is not CH 

relaxation time dependent. Some oscillatory structures (i.e., dips) are observed in the 

higher frequency side of the frequency spectra for all pulse shapes, which is due to 

the SPM effects [8-9]. 

 

3.4 Conclusion 
 

In this chapter, optical pulse propagation characteristics in SOA have been analyzed 

and compared for different input pulse shapes depending on different input energy 

levels and CH relaxation time. It has been observed from the output waveforms that, 

the peak positions are shifted toward the leading edge due to the gain saturation of 

the SOA. Higher output pulse energy was obtained by Gaussian pulse shape. Several 

dips are observed in the higher frequency side of the output spectra due to the SPM 

effect. For Secant hyperbolic and Gaussian pulses, the output spectra are red-shifted 

when the input energy ~2 pJ but Lorentzian pulse is not red-shifted.  
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It was also found that, output power increases with the decrease of CH relaxation 

time. For a particular CH relaxation time, higher output power is achieved by 

Gaussian pulse and lower output power is achieved by Lorentzian pulse. Moreover, 

the calculated red shifting is ~ -8.3 GHz for Secant hyperbolic and Gaussian pulse 

and it remains unchanged with the change of CH relaxation time. There is occurring 

no red shifting for Lorentzian pulse with the change of CH relaxation time.  

 

From the above discussions, it can be said that, red shifting is input pulse energy 

dependent but it does not depend on the CH relaxation time. 
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Chapter 4 
Gain Saturation Characteristics in 
SOA 
 

This chapter discussed the gain saturation characteristics for different input pulse 

shapes in SOA depending on input FWHM and CH relaxation time. Here the results 

of gain saturation characteristics for different input pulse shapes are analyzed and 

compared. 

 

4.1 Introduction  
 

SOA has become a key component in high-speed communication system because of 

its high gain over a wide bandwidth. Therefore, it is important to study how the gain 

saturation may affect the SOA’s performance. Several researches have been done to 

study the saturation behaviour of SOA using optical pulse [8, 33-34, 37]. The early 

studies showed that, for the injected pulse with pulse duration much less than the 

carrier lifetime, the gain is dependent on pulse energy but not on pulsewidth [8, 33-

34]. Later, the saturation behaviour was studied for InGaAsP optical amplifier for 

input pulsewidth 15 ps and 150 fs and the measured saturation output energies were 

150 fJ and 40 fJ respectively [38]. This input pulsewidth dependence of the gain 

saturation also agrees with the theoretical and experimental results for 1.5 µm SOA 

[39-40]. 

 

For lower input pulse energy, the gain remains unsaturated (linear gain). The gain 

reaches to the saturation when the input pulse energy is increased above a certain 

level and gives a non-linear response to the output power. For short input pulsewidth, 

the gain saturates at small output energy. This is due to the intraband dynamics such 
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as SHB and CH which are recognized as the main intraband processes that lead to 

gain saturation. For this reason, gain saturation characteristics have been investigated 

depending on different input parameters. In this section, gain saturation 

characteristics are analyzed and compared for different input pulse shapes depending 

on input FWHM and CH relaxation time.  

 

The following equation has been used for calculating the gain in dB, 

( )10log10 /out inG E E=                 (4.1) 

where 

G  = gain 

inE  = input pulse energy 

outE  = output pulse energy 

 

4.2 Simulation Results and Discussions 
 

4.2.1 Gain Saturation Characteristics for different input pulse shapes 
depending on input FWHM 

 

Figure 4.1 shows the saturated gain versus output pulse energy characteristics for 

input pulse shapes: (a) Secant hyperbolic, (b) Gaussian, and (c) Lorentzian. These 

pulses are Fourier transform limited. The FWHM of the input pulses are 0.5 ~ 10 ps. 

The saturation behavior is different for short (<1 ps) and long (>1 ps) pulses. With 

the low input pulse energies (such as, ~0.1 pJ), the gain is unsaturated (i.e., a linear 

gain). Also, when the input pulse duration is short (<1 ps) then the gain saturates at 

low output energies. That is true for all the three input pulse shapes. It can be 

observed clearly that the gain saturation is pulsewidth dependent and output 

saturation energy increases with the increase of pulsewidth [12, 35, 38]. Comparing 

among three pulse shapes, it is clearly observed that gain saturates at higher output 

energy for Lorentzian input pulse shape with particular input pulse energy and 

achieve higher gain for all pulsewidths. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4.1: Gain saturation characteristics for different types of input pulses with 
different FWHM, such as 0.5-ps to 10-ps. The pulses are: (a) Secant hyperbolic, (b) 

Gaussian and (c) Lorentzian. 
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4.2.2 Comparison of Gain Saturation Characteristics in SOAs depending on 

input FWHM 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

 
Figure 4.2: Gain saturation characteristics for different input pulse shapes, when (a) 
FWHM = 0.5 ps, (b) FWHM = 1 ps, (c) FWHM = 3 ps, (d) FWHM = 5 ps and (e) 

FWHM = 10 ps. 
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Figure 4.2 shows the comparison of gain saturation among the different input pulse 

shapes, when (a) FWHM = 0.5 ps (b) FWHM = 1 ps, (c) FWHM = 3 ps, (d) FWHM 

= 5 ps and (e) FWHM = 10 ps. When FWHM = 1 ps, the corresponding 3-dB down 

output saturation energies are found 14.08 pJ, 13.89 pJ and 14.42 pJ for Secant 

hyperbolic, Gaussian, and Lorentzian pulses, respectively. That means higher 

saturation output energy has been obtained for Lorentzian pulse shape and its true for 

all considered pulse duration (such as 0.5 ps- 10 ps).The linear gain is very similar 

for all the pulse shapes when the input pulse energy is low (such as, ~0.5 pJ). From 

the figures, it can be observed that, with the increase of pulse duration, the gain 

saturation characteristics are becoming similar for Secant hyperbolic and Gaussian 

pulse shapes. When FWHM = 0.5 ps, we can see three identical lines for three pulse 

shapes (not overlapped). However, with the increase of input FWHM (such as, 3 ps-

10 ps), the gain saturation characteristics is becoming very similar (as overlapped) 

for Secant hyperbolic and Gaussian pulses. It is clear from the simulation results that 

for shorter pulse duration (~1 ps) all pulse shapes reaches saturation faster compared 

to longer pulse duration (>1 ps) scenario.  

 

4.2.3 Gain Saturation Characteristics for different input pulse shapes with 
different CH relaxation time 
 

Figure 4.3 shows the gain saturation characteristics for (a) Secant hyperbolic pulse, 

(b) Gaussian pulse and (c) Lorentzian pulse depending on CH relaxation time (such 

as 400 fs-1000 fs). From the figures, it can be observed that, for lower input energies 

(.001 pJ-.005 pJ) there is no change in output energies with the change of CH 

relaxation time. For a particular input energy the output energy decreases with the 

increase of CH and it is true for all pulse shapes. For example, the calculated output 

energies for Gaussian pulse are 53.497 pJ, 53.225 pJ and 52.964 pJ for CH relaxation 

time 400 fs, 700 fs and 1000 fs respectively when input energy 2 pJ. The calculated 

output energies for Secant hyperbolic pulse are 35.957 pJ, 35.894 pJ and 35.832 for 

CH relaxation time 400 fs, 700 fs and 1000 fs respectively when input energy 1 pJ.  
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  (a) Secant hyperbolic pulse 

 
(b) Gaussian pulse 

 
(c) Lorentzian pulse 

 
Figure 4.3: Gain saturation characteristics for different types of input pulses with 

different CH relaxation time, such as 400 fs to 1000 fs. These are: (a) Secant 
hyperbolic pulse, (b) Gaussian pulse, and (c) Lorentzian pulse. 
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Higher output saturation energy is calculated for chτ  = 400 fs and lower output 

saturation energy is found for chτ  = 1000 fs in all three pulse shapes which means 

output saturation energy increases with the decrease of CH relaxation time and vice 

versa. For a particular CH relaxation time, higher output saturation energy is 

calculated for Gaussian pulse shape and lower output saturation energy is calculated 

for Secant hyperbolic pulse which means Secant hyperbolic pulse reaches to 

saturation faster than other two pulses.  

 

4.3 Conclusion 
 

Gain saturation characteristics for different input pulse shapes has been investigated 

and compared in this chapter depending on different input parameters. When gain 

saturation characteristics are analyzed depending on input pulsewidth, it is observed 

that, higher output pulse energy was obtained by Lorentzian pulse shapes. The 

saturated output pulse energy increases with the increase of pulsewidth for all pulse 

shapes. Moreover, the gain saturation characteristics for Secant hyperbolic and 

Gaussian pulses are becoming very similar when the pulsewidth is >1 ps. 

 

 Besides that, output saturation energy increases with the decrease of CH relaxation 

time and vice versa. For a particular CH relaxation time, higher output saturation 

energy is calculated for Gaussian pulse shape and lower output saturation energy is 

calculated for Secant hyperbolic pulse. That means Secant hyperbolic pulse reaches 

to saturation faster compared to the Gaussian and Lorentzian pulses and it is true for 

all considered input pulsewidth and CH relaxation time. 
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Chapter 5 
Autocorrelation traces of FWHM 
for different input pulse shapes  
 

This chapter describes the autocorrelation traces of FWHM for different input pulse 

shapes. The normalized difference of FWHM has been analyzed for different input 

pulse shapes. It shows how the output FWHM broadened with the input FWHM. 

Pulse propagation characteristics for higher to lower input pulse energies have been 

also discussed and compared.   

 

5.1 Introduction 
 

Non-linear pulse propagation characteristics for different input optical pulse shapes 

with various input pulse energy levels in SOAs has been investigated in this chapter. 

For simulation of non-linear pulse propagation, FD-BPM is used to solve the 

MNLSE in this research. In the MNLSE, gain spectrum dynamics, gain saturation are 

taken into account which depends on CD, CH, SHB, GVD, SPM and TPA.  

After pulse propagation through the active region of SOA, amplification occurred 

and the output pulsewidth widens. This happens due to spectral broadening induced 

by SPM. The amount of broadening is calculated depending on input energies for all 

considered input pulse shapes. We also analyzed and compared the normalized 

difference of FWHM for different input pulse shapes in the SOA. To achieve the 

results, autocorrelation trace is used to analyze the series of data with normalization 

in time domain. We have investigated how the output FWHM broadened in relation 

to the input FWHM and input pulse energies for different input pulse shapes.  

Figure 5.1 shows the (a) input pulse and (b) output pulse with the calculated FWHM 

using autocorrelation. Here, the input energy is 2 pJ and input FWHM is 10 ps and 
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the input pulse shape is Secant hyperbolic. In the next section, the output FWHM is 

calculated for different input pulse shapes with different input pulse energy levels 

and different the input FWHM. For calculating the FWHM, input power (W) and 

output power (W) have been normalized in time domain. From the figure, it is clear 

that, the output FWHM increases after amplification and the amount of normalized 

difference of FWHM is 15.2%. In this chapter, it is shown that, how the output 

FWHM broadened with the change of input FWHM for different input pulse shapes. 

Moreover, the results have been compared. 

 
      (a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5.1: FWHM calculation for (a) input pulse and (b) output pulse 
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5.2 Simulation Results and Discussions 
 

5.2.1 Pulse propagation depending on different input energies for different 
input pulse shapes 

 

The simulation results of non-linear single optical pulse propagation characteristics 

in an SOA will be discussed for different energy levels in this section. The 

considered the input pulse width is 10 ps for different energy levels. 

 

5.2.1.1 Output waveform for different input pulse shapes 

 

The output waveforms for Secant hyperbolic pulse shape, Gaussian pulse shape and 

Lorentzian pulse shape are shown in Figure 5.2 when the input pulse energies are (a) 

2 pJ, (b) 1 pJ and (c) 500 fJ, respectively. The sampling time step (∆t) is considered 

as 0.025 ps.  It is clearly observed that higher output pulse energy is achieved by 

Gaussian pulse and lower output energy is achieved by Lorentzian pulse for all the 

level of input pulse energies (high to low). The calculated peak output powers are 

4.2693 W, 4.5268 W, and 4.0091 W for Secant hyperbolic, Gaussian and Lorentzian 

pulses, respectively when input energy is 2 pJ. For the input energy 1 pJ, the 

calculated peak output powers are 2.89 W, 3.06 W and 2.71 W for Secant hyperbolic, 

Gaussian and Lorentzian pulses, respectively. However, when the input energy is 

low (i.e., 500 fJ), the calculated peak output powers are 1.77 W, 1.88 W, and 1.66 W 

for Secant hyperbolic, Gaussian and Lorentzian pulses, respectively. From these 

results, it can be confirmed that the higher output pulse energy can be achieved for 

higher input energy for all those three pulse shapes and vice versa. As the input pulse 

width is much shorter than the considered carrier lifetime, the leading edge of the 

pulse saturates the amplifier and the trailing edge experiences a lower gain, so the 

output pulse shape becomes asymmetric. Comparing all three pulse shapes with 

different input pulse energy levels, it can be observed that the output pulse shapes 

become more asymmetric for higher input energy and less asymmetric for the lower 

input energy levels.  
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 (a) 

  

 (b) 

 

 (c) 

Figure 5.2: Output waveform for Secant hyperbolic pulse, Gaussian pulse and 
Lorentzian pulse when input energies are: (a) 2 pJ, (b) 1 pJ and (c) 500 fJ. 
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5.2.1.2 Output spectra for different input pulse shapes 

 

  (a) 

 

  (b) 

 

  (c) 

Figure 5.3: Output spectra for Secant hyperbolic pulse, Gaussian pulse and 
Lorentzian pulses when input energies are: (a) 2 pJ, (b) 1 pJ and (c) 500 fJ. 
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Figure 5.3 shows the frequency spectra of propagated output pulses for Secant 

hyperbolic pulse shape, Gaussian pulse shape and Lorentzian pulse shapes when the 

input pulse energies are: (a) 2 pJ, (b) 1 pJ and (c) 500 fJ. The frequency spectra were 

obtained by performing the FFT on the temporal pulse shapes as shown in Figure 

5.2. The output spectral shape shifting is observed toward the lower frequency side, 

which is due to the gain saturation of the SOA and the SPM effects. For weak input 

pulse energies (i.e., ≤500 fJ), none of the output frequency spectra has been shifted 

toward the lower frequency side. It can be clearly seen from these figures that the 

output spectra is red-shifted and the amount of frequency shift is ~ -8.3 GHz for 

Secant hyperbolic and Gaussian pulses when the input pulse energy is 2 pJ and 1 pJ. 

While there is no red shifting is occurring for the Lorentzian pulse when the input 

pulse energy is 2pJ and 1 pJ. A wider spectral broadening is observed for Gaussian 

pulse compared to the other pulses, when the input energy is 2 pJ. Besides that some 

oscillatory structures (i.e., dips) are observed in the upper frequency side of the 

frequency spectra, which is due to the SPM effects [4-5]. The physical mechanism 

behind the spectral shift and distortion is the SPM, occurring as a result of index non-

linearities induced by the gain saturation [4-5, 18]. From the simulated results, it has 

confirmed that there is no red shifting occurs in Lorentzian pulses for the considered 

pulse energies (i.e., 500 fJ ~ 2 pJ). 

 

5.2.2 Output FWHM characteristics depending on different input energy 
levels 

 

Figure 5.4 shows the characteristics of Output FWHM of (a) Secant hyperbolic 

pulse, (b) Gaussian pulse and (c) Lorentzian pulse for different input energies. After 

amplification the output FWHM always increases comparing to input FWHM except 

lower input energy such as 10 fJ. It happens because of spectral broadening induced 

by SPM. From the figures, it has been observed that, the output FWHM decreases 

with the decrease of input pulse energy. For particular input energy, when the input 

FWHM increases the output FWHM also increases. From this observation it can be 

said that, with the increase of input energy and input FWHM, the spectral shape 

broadens. For all input pulse energy, Lorentzian pulse achieved the wider output 

FWHM which means the output spectral shape broadening is larger than other two 

pulses. We also observed that, Gaussian pulse achieved shorter output FWHM 
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among all three pulse shapes. From the figures, it can be observed that for low input 

pulse energy (such as, 10-100 fJ), the output FWHM are almost similar (as 

overlapped) for all three input pulse shapes. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 5.4: Characteristics of Output FWHM of (a) Secant hyperbolic pulse, (b) 
Gaussian pulse and (c) Lorentzian pulse for different input energy levels. 
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5.2.3 Normalized difference of FWHM 

 

Figure 5.5 shows the normalized difference of FWHM versus input FWHM for 

different input pulse energies for (a) Secant hyperbolic pulse, (b) Gaussian pulse and 

(c) Lorentzian pulse. To achieve the results, autocorrelation trace is used to analyze 

the series of data with normalization waveforms. We have investigated how the 

output FWHM varies with the input FWHM and input pulse energies for different 

input pulse shapes. For particular input pulse energy, a higher percentage of 

increased output FWHM can be found for lower input FWHM and vice versa. For 

example, when the input pulse energy is 2 pJ, the output FWHM increases by 15.2%, 

19.29%, 24.4%, 35% and 62.5% for the input FWHM of 10 ps, 7 ps, 5 ps, 3 ps and 1 

ps, for the Secant hyperbolic pulse.  

The similar results have been obtained for all three considered pulse shapes in this 

case study. It has been also observed that with the decrease of input pulse energy the 

percentage of increased output FWHM decreases for all input FWHM. From above 

observation, it can be concluded that, for a higher input energy with lower in put 

FWHM, the variation of output FWHM is the highest and lowest variation in output 

FWHM can be found for lower input energy with higher FWHM. Similar results 

have been calculated for all those three input pulses. But highest percentage of the 

difference of output FWHM has been calculated for Lorentzian pulse for all 

considered input energy along with input FWHM. For example, the calculated 

percentages are 16%, 15.2% and 12.5% for Lorentzian pulse, Secant hyperbolic and 

Gaussian pulse respectively, when input pulse energy is 2 pJ and the input FWHM is 

10 ps. 
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  (a) 

 

  (b) 

 

  (c) 

Figure 5.5:  Normalized difference of FWHM versus input FWHM for different input 
pulse energy levels for (a) Secant hyperbolic, (b) Gaussian and (c) Lorentzian pulses. 
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5.3 Conclusion 
 

In this chapter, non-linear optical pulse propagation characteristics have been 

analyzed with different input pulse shapes and different input pulse energy levels in 

SOAs for the autocorrelation traces of output FWHM. The higher output pulse 

energy is achieved for Gaussian pulse shape and the lower output pulse energy is 

achieved for Lorentzian pulse shape for all the considered input pulse energy levels. 

From the output frequency spectra, it has been clearly observed that red shifting does 

not occur for Lorentzian pulse for the considered input pulse energies (i.e., 500 fJ ~ 2 

pJ). 

 

The difference between the output and input FWHM of pulses also has been 

calculated for different input pulse shapes with the increase of input FWHM. From 

the calculation, it is found that, with the increase of input energy and input FWHM, 

the spectral shape broadens. For all input pulse energy, Lorentzian pulse achieved the 

wider output FWHM which means the output spectral shape broadening is larger 

than other two pulses. We also observed that, Gaussian pulse achieved shorter output 

FWHM among all three pulse shapes. From the figures, it can be observed that for 

low input pulse energy (such as, 10-100 fJ), the output FWHM are almost similar (as 

overlapped) for all three input pulse shapes. 

 

Moreover, the normalized difference of FWHM has been calculated after 

normalizing the output pulse power. From the simulated results, it can be concluded 

that the percentage of difference of FWHM increases with the decrease of input 

FWHM and decreases with the increase of input FWHM.  
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion and Future Work 
Recommendations 
 

6.1 Conclusion 
All optical devices should operate at faster speed for achieving high-speed 

communication. With the pulse shaping, it is possible to increase transmission speed 

without reducing accuracy or increasing the bandwidth. As the nonlinearities of SOA 

produce crosstalk and power penalty problems in long distance optical 

communication system, it is essential to optimize structural parameters of SOA in 

order to reduce the power penalty and bit error rate problem which arises due to gain 

saturation.  

Considering above circumstance, in this research, single pulse propagation 

characteristics and gain saturation characteristics have been investigated and 

compared in SOA depending on different input pulse shapes such as Secant 

hyperbolic, Gaussian and Lorentzian pulse for designing high speed communication 

devices.   

Analyzing the output waveforms, it can be observed that, the peak positions of the 

output pulse are shifted toward the leading edge due to the gain saturation of the 

SOA. Higher output pulse energy was obtained by Gaussian pulse shape. Moreover, 

output power increases with the decrease of CH relaxation time. For a particular CH 

relaxation time, higher output power is achieved by Gaussian pulse and lower output 

power is achieved by Lorentzian pulse.  

Several dips are observed in the higher frequency side of the output spectra due to 

the SPM effect. For Secant hyperbolic and Gaussian pulses, the output spectra are 

red-shifted when the input energy ~2 pJ but Lorentzian pulse is not red-shifted. The 

calculated red shifting is ~ -8.3 GHz for Secant hyperbolic and Gaussian pulse and it 
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remains unchanged with the change of CH relaxation time. From this discussion it 

can be said that, red shifting is dependent with input pulse energy but not dependent 

with CH relaxation time. 

 

Additionally, in this research the gain saturation characteristics in SOA has been 

analyzed and compared for different input pulse shapes depending on different input 

parameters such as, pulse width and the CH relaxation time. From the investigation, 

it is said that, the saturated output pulse energy increases with the increase of 

pulsewidth for all considered pulse shapes. Moreover, the gain saturation 

characteristics for Secant hyperbolic and Gaussian pulses are becoming very similar 

when the pulsewidth is >1 ps. 

 Besides that, output saturation energy increases with the decrease of CH relaxation 

time and vice versa. For a particular CH relaxation time, higher output saturation 

energy is calculated for Gaussian pulse shape and lower output saturation energy is 

calculated for Secant hyperbolic pulse. That means Secant hyperbolic pulse reaches 

to saturation faster compared to the Gaussian and Lorentzian pulses and it is true for 

all considered input pulsewidth and CH relaxation time. 

The autocorrelation traces for FWHM are also analyzed for different input pulse 

shapes. The difference between the output and input FWHM of pulses also has been 

calculated for different input pulse shapes with the increase of input FWHM. From 

the obtained results, it can be said that, with the increase of input energy and input 

FWHM, the spectral shape broadens. For all input pulse energy, Lorentzian pulse 

achieved the wider output FWHM which means the output spectral shape broadening 

is larger than other two pulses. We also observed that, Gaussian pulse achieved 

shorter output FWHM among all three pulse shapes and for low input pulse energy 

(such as, 10-100 fJ), the output FWHM are almost similar (as overlapped) for all 

three input pulse shapes. After normalizing the output pulse power, the normalized 

difference of FWHM has been calculated. From the simulated results, it is found that, 

the percentage of difference of FWHM increases with the decrease of input FWHM 

and decreases with the increase of input FWHM.  

The results those are found from the analysis and investigation of pulse propagation 

characteristics, gain saturation characteristics and autocorrelation traces in this 
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research, will be useful for the high-speed communication optical communication 

devices and systems design. 

 

6.2 Future Work Recommendation 
 

In this thesis, non-linear pulse propagation characteristics, gain saturation 

characteristics and autocorrelation traces for the output FWHM have been performed 

for Secant hyperbolic, Gaussian and Lorentzian pulse shapes. Other pulse shapes 

such as Single-sided Exponential pulse, Double-sided Exponential pulse and Sinc-

shaped pulse can be considered for future research. 

The propagation characteristics and wave mixing characteristics such as FWM, 

optical demultiplexing (DEMUX), optical phase-conjugation and time-delayed FWM 

characteristics in SOAs also can be investigated for different types of input pulse 

shapes to achieve the high conversion efficiency for future high-speed 

communication system. 

Multi-wave mixing propagation characteristics using (i) Homogeneous pulse (Secant 

hyperbolic-Secant hyperbolic, Gaussian-Gaussian, Lorentzian-Lorentzian) or (ii) 

Heterogeneous pulse (Secant hyperbolic-Gaussian, Gaussian-Lorentzian, Secant 

hyperbolic-Lorentzian etc.) can be analyzed. Ongoing researches are required for 

achieving optimized results in modelling of the SOA. 
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